	THRUPOWER MODULES
	General
	The modules shall be Sensor3 ThruPower modules as manufactured by Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc., or equal. Sensor modules shall be designed for complete flexibility of choice for dimmed, non-dim, or hot power on each 20A branch circuit. A single ThruPower module shall provide:
	Two dimmed outputs with choice of 500 or 350 us rise times, controlled by DMX, or

Two air gap relay switched outputs controlled by DMX, or
Two manual bypass constant power circuits controlled manually
	The module may be configured to operate as two dimmers, two relays, or any combination of relay and dimmer from the CEM3 Power Control Module or from an ETC control console connected to a CEM3 system. Any single circuit may be set to bypass the dimmer using a switch on the front of the module.
	Status Reporting
	The power control system shall report circuit specific errors via the rack control electronics and/or via a lighting control console.
Modules shall provide the following status reporting functions:
	Load dropped below recorded value
Load increased over recorded value
DC on dimmer output
SCR failed on/off
Circuit breaker tripped
Dimmer error
ThruPower module removed
Load absent
	Electrical
	Each ThruPower module shall contain
	two circuit breakers
SCR solid-state dimming
toroid filters
power and control connectors 
	120VAC remotely controllable mechanically latching air gap relay

Low voltage dc manual bypass override switch
1 fuse per branch circuit for sufficient short circuit rating
	Modules that use Triac dimming shall not be acceptable.  Modules which utilize an SCR or triac solid state switch as a dimmer bypass may void warranty of products they are powering and shall not be an acceptable means of bypass.
	Modules shall not have any protruding pins subject to physical damage when the module is not installed.
Modules shall be keyed so that modules of different capacity shall not be interchangeable.
Circuit breakers shall be fully magnetic so the trip current is not affected by ambient temperature. Circuit breakers shall be rated for tungsten loads having an inrush rating of no less than 20 times normal current. Circuit breakers shall be rated for 100 percent switching duty applications. Dimmers that do not operate continuously at 100% load shall not be acceptable.
	SCR Assembly
	Each module shall use a solid state module (SSM) consisting of two silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) in an inverse parallel configuration, and all required gating circuitry on the high voltage side of an integral, opto-coupled control voltage isolator. Rectifiers, copper leads and a ceramic substrate shall be reflow soldered to an integral heat sink for maximum heat dissipation. The SSM shall also contain a control LED, a thermistor for temperature sensing, and silver-plated control and load contacts. The SSM shall include an integral output LED, output voltage sensors and current sensors for feedback to the control module. The SSM shall provide a parallel output connection which completely bypasses all SCR dimming including toroid filters and shall intercept the output prior to connection of the load sensing circuit such that the advanced features are still active during bypass. The entire SSM shall be sealed in a plastic housing requiring only a screwdriver to replace. Dimmers employing triac power devices, pulse transformers, or other isolating devices not providing at least 2,500V RMS isolation, shall not be acceptable. Modules requiring disassembly, heat sink grease or additional tools for repair shall not be acceptable.
All electronic components (current/voltage sensors and indicators) shall be contained in a single, field-replaceable housing. Modules requiring discrete wiring of electronic components shall not be acceptable.
SCR power switching devices shall have the following minimum ratings:

Module Size:
20A
50A
100A
Single cycle:
Peak surge 
current
625A
1,200A
2,300A
Half cycle:
12T
1,620
4,150
22,000
Transient 
over voltage
600V
600V
600V
Die size (in)
.257
.394
.570
	Filtering
	Modules shall include toroid filters to reduce the rate of current rise time resulting from switching the SCRs. The filter shall limit objectionable harmonics, reduce lamp filament sing and limit radio frequency interference on line and load conductors. Modules shall offer 350 or 500uS filter rise times. Rise time shall be measured at the worst case slew rate (approximately 50 percent) from 10 to 90 percent of the output wave form with the dimmer operating at full load.

All dimmers shall maintain their published rise time and/or fall time regardless of duty cycle or rack temperatures. Dimmers that de-rate due to increased dimmer temperature caused by full load operation or high phase angles shall not be acceptable.
	Performance
	Power efficiency for standard dimmers shall be at least 97 percent at full load with a no-load loss of 3V RMS. The dimmer shall accept hot patching of a cold incandescent load up to the full rated capacity of the dimmer.
	Physical
	Modules shall be fully plug-in and factory wired. Modules shall consist of a heavy duty, die-cast aluminum chassis with integral face panel. No tools shall be required for module removal and insertion. All parts shall be properly treated, primed and finished in fine-texture, scratch resistant, gray epoxy powder coat. With the exception of the circuit breaker, the module shall contain no moving parts. Each module shall be labeled with the manufacturer's name, catalog number and rating. Modules constructed of molded plastic for structural support are not equivalent and are not acceptable. Modules shall be UL Recognized. 


